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Power is a 
matter of 
influence; 

not coercion.

THE CITIZEN NINJA WAY

Pay attention to 
government business

Respond to community 
issues

Work to preserve self-
government

Stand up to power
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CITIZEN NINJA POWERS

Civic Knowledge

Self-Restraint

Self-Assertion

Self-Reliance
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Civic knowledge is education excellence…a literate mind can read with understanding and capture complex thought. Without reading fluency, the citizen cannot understand his rights.Self-restraint is excellence in prudence…without it, citizens must rely on the government to tell us how to behave and set our boundaries.Self-assertion is excellence in fortitude to stand up and fight for citizen rights even in the face of adversity. Being civically assertive fosters a sort of “participatory democracy”; a term being used today by some liberal educators to promote public deliberation on local issues. Self-reliance is individual excellence…citizens who are independent, responsible, and accept the consequences of their actions (good or bad), and who are bound to their community exemplifying compassion and charity to the less fortunate.



MANAGE YOUR EMOTIONS

Channel 
emotional energy 

into productive 
action.
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Rise above fear.

Train your mind.

Become mindful.

Channel your 
passion.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once you can manage your emotions, your desire for justice and truth takes over.Negative inner talk keeps you shy, reserved, quiet, or defensive, aggressive, and snarky which your mind perceives as protection. The more negative inner talk, the lower your impact.Positive inner talk encourages action, communication, compassion, and confidence. Your mind feels calmer and nimbler; not pushed into a corner—frozen in a state of fear. 



Zones 
of

Awareness

REST

ASSESS

ENGAGE

STEP 1

STAGING YOUR DISCOURSE
PART 1
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rest zone-mind not seeking opportunities for engagementAssess zone-alert, scanning, and identifying OFE, assessing – it allows for quick decisions when unexpected situations arise.Engage zone-is the action zone and it is easier to manage if you have already been aware of what and who is around you.Switching zones: to face the public successfully it is important to shift to the zone that is appropriate for the situation. It’s hard to do this if you are always hanging out in the rest zone.Lesson 1: use zones so you are prepared for whatever happens. EX: shopping in a grocery store as our common experience to explain the basics. p.73Being deliberate and situational awareness puts you in control and enables you to choose whether to engage or not engage.Wine partyFor moment, let’s switch roles in the wine tasting party scenario.Lesson 2: become sensitized to how you come across to others when you blurt out statements. Take responsibility for what you say or don’t be surprised when you find yourself in an uncomfortable pickle.



Opportunities
are 

everywhere.

Civic

Electoral

Political

STEP 2

STAGING YOUR DISCOURSE
PART 1
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A Citizen Ninja seeks opportunities for daily engagement and discerns how to take advantage of them. Further on in our training, I will cover in detail 3 different measures of civic engagement (civic, electoral, political) but for today, I want to talk about how you can find formal and informal political discourse opportunities with family, friends, neighbors, co-workers, and members of the public. When you make the choice to do this, you are exercising your power of self-assertion.Opportunities for political discourse are found about town and at social gatherings. The idea is to proactively engage people in civil political discourse. You shouldn’t expect to change people’s minds, it is simply to encourage dialogue about government and politics. There are an endless number of situations that provide openings for you to ask questions and share your facts or opinions! List some ideas in the chat. Daily, weekly, monthly…The more you operate in the assess zone, the more opportunities you will spot. Then, all that is required is for you to decide whether or not you feel comfortable to engage and speak. This transformative idea leads to activism becoming a habit of the heart. It doesn’t mean you are engaging every day; it just means you are habitually on the lookout for opportunities. Pick the opportunities you perceive to be the most fruitful.



Opportunities
are 

everywhere.

Civic

Electoral

Political

Social
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STAGING YOUR DISCOURSE
PART 1

STEP 2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Find formal and informal political discourse opportunities with family, friends, neighbors, co-workers, and members of the public. Opportunities for political discourse are found about town and at social gatherings. The idea is to proactively engage people in civil political discourse. There are an endless number of situations that provide openings for you to ask questions and share your facts or opinions! Pick the opportunities you perceive to be the most fruitful.Tips:You shouldn’t expect to change people’s minds, it is simply to encourage dialogue about government and politics. assess the amount of time there is to engagethe topic as it relates to the type of venue ex: school (privacy, data mining, testing) or gas station (gas taxes, condition of roads)be in the assess/engage zones so if someone does decide to participate, you are ready to respond. Zones and opportunities go together.



Peg
your

Audience

Informed

Uninformed

Misinformed

Partisan

STEP 3

STAGING YOUR DISCOURSE
PART 1
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Question: Do you withhold information to stay in calm waters to avoid getting into an uncomfortable discussion or, worse, an irreconcilable argument with a relative or a friend? Type your answers. Yes or No.The solution to this problem is pegging. Pegging is a tactic Citizen Ninjas use to discern an audience’s knowledge and bias on a topic we want to talk about. 
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STAGING YOUR DISCOURSE
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Education Strategy – Educate directly or indirectlyEducating indirectly means backing off and approaching the misinformed person with more subtlety. By persisting in righteousness, we can appear domineering, as a ‘know-it-all’ or arrogant.  This doesn’t work in our favor and doesn’t encourage civil discourse.  When misinformed persons realize they are being confronted with new information, they feel exposed and vulnerable. They need time to process the new information, so Citizen Ninjas leave the conversation with 1-2 facts derived from sources that the misinformed person trusts. We all have our favorite sources, and misinformed people are no different. Our goal is to derive civil discourse in these situations, not conflict and discord. By our teaming up with others, misinformed persons might feel like they’re being attacked or ‘ganged up on.’ Educating misinformed persons indirectly is a non-confrontational approach that serves its purpose: to inform the misinformed person.Story: discussion about bike lanes in political office with Lynette- Educated indirectly.
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Pick a topic
Know the answer to your 
question
Be assertive with your 
knowledge
Listen
Peg your audience
Educate directly or indirectly

STAGING YOUR DISCOURSE
PART 1

STEP 4

Ask

a
Question :

1 on 1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Citizen Ninjas who identify a worthwhile opportunity for engagement, start by asking questions. Asking a question is the best way for a Citizen Ninja to introduce a topic, gauge interest, and expose the opinion of an individual and a small or large group. 
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Know your facts
Challenge false claims made 
by the speaker
Expose misleading or 
omitted information 
provided by the speaker
Educate the audience 
around you
Remain civil/professional

STAGING YOUR DISCOURSE
PART 1

STEP 4

Ask

a
Question : 

Group



STAGING YOUR DISCOURSE
PART 1
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Zones of 
Awareness

Citizen 
Ninja 

Powers

Ask A 
Question

Peg Your 
Audience

Education 
Strategy

Engage
YES/NO

STEP 5

Opportun-
ities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Decision TreeGATEWAY TACTICS



• Face the Public 
Successfully

• Citizen Ninja Powers
• Manage Emotions
• Citizen Ninja Rules
• Bullying Counter 

Measures
• The Power of Words
• Measures of 

Engagement
• Being a Role Model
• Exercising your 

Powerwww.CitizensForFreeSpeech.org
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